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ABSTRACT

It is known that the best unifonn nonn solution of overdetennined complex valued
systems of equations satisfying the Haar condition for matrices is also a best weighted
lp nonn solution for each p ~ 1, for some weight vector depending on p. This paper
presents an alternative proof of this result which is valid for arbitrary matrices A. The
proof relies on the fundamental theorem of game theory. It is shown that a saddle
point (z*, >1.*) of a certain function gives a unifonn nonn solution, z*,of Az = b and
a weight vector >1.* of the equivalent weighted lp nonn problem.. With appropriate
qualifications concerning the weights, it follows that the worst (i.e., largest) possible
weighted least lp nonn error is also the best (i.e., least) possible Chebyshev error. For
p = 2, it is shown that the weight vector >1.* solves a nonlinear optimization problem
which can be posed without reference to solution vectors of Az = b. In other words,
the problem of finding the best unifonn nonn solution of Az = b, when stated as a
convex optimization problem, has a convex dual which for p = 2 can be posed
independently of the primal variables z. The dual variables are the weights >I..

I. INTRODUCTION

This paper is an investigation of solution of overdetermined systems of
complex linear equations using the uniform, or l~, norm. An equivalent
alternative context in which results can be presented and interpreted is
complex function approximation on discrete point sets. It is in the latter
context that Motzkin and Walsh [1, 2] prove that the best uniform norm
solution of an overdetermined real system Ax = b is equivalent to a weighted
least pth power solution for each p > 0, assuming that the matrix A satisfies
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58 ROY L. STREIT

the Haar condition for matrices. Their results are extended to complex
systems by Lawson [3], who also gives an algorithm for constructing the

~ weights of equivalent least pth power problems for p > 1. A nice summary of
these results is given in [4, 5].

An alternative proof of the Motzkin-Walsh result for p ~ 1 is given in this
paper. The proof does not assume the Haar condition and, in fact, is valid for
arbitrary complex matrices A. With appropriate qualifications concerning the
weights, it is also proved that the worst (i.e., largest) possible weighted least
pth power error is also the best (i.e., least) possible uniform error. This result
seems to be new, although it is implicit in the proof of the convergence of
Lawson's algorithm. Lawson, however, does not state it explicitly.

Theorem 1 states that the function ~'" defined by (1), has a saddle point
in a certain domain. All other results follow essentially as corollaries. This
approach is very different from that of Motron and Walsh. The proof of
Theorem 1 relies on a connection between the solutions of overdetermined
systems of equations (or, equivalently, approximation on discrete point sets)
and the fundamental theorem of game theory. This relationship does not seem
to be mentioned elsewhere.

The special case p = 2 is particularly interesting. In Theorem 3 below, it
is shown that the weights for the equivalent least ~quares problem solve a
nonlinear mathematical programming problem. So far as is known to the
author, these weights have not been previously characterized in quite this
manner. A special subcase is a problem posed by J. J. Sylvester in 1857. It is
discussed in Section IV. Theorem 3 can also be used to prove a result due to
de la Vallee Poussin [6] for real systems and extended to complex systems by
Rivlin and Shapiro [7]. It is discussed in Section V.

Motzkin and Walsh prove their function approximation results on the
interval [0,1] as well as on discrete point sets. It is therefore likely that greater
generality is possible in our Theorem 1 which permits its application to
systems having an infinite number of equations in a finite number of
unknowns. For the purposes of this paper, however, Theorem 1 in its present
form is satisfactory.

The Motzkin-Walsh results do not give insight into how the correct
weights for the equivalent least pth power problem might be constructed.
Lawson's original algorithm is apparently the only one currently available,
and its convergence proof assumes the Haar condition for A. The algorithm
requires the solution of a sequence of weighted least pth power problems,
updating the weights at each step of the sequence. The correct weights are
obtained in the limit. The special case p = 2 is of the greatest computational
interest, since least square problems are easily solved. The major drawback to "

Lawson's algorithm is that convergence can be, and often is, very slow in
practice [8].
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OVERDETERMINED COMPLEX EQUATIONS 59

Alternatives to Lawson's algorithm can be based on Theorems 1 and 2. In
other words, general algorithms for computing a saddle point of a given
continuous function can be applied to the problem at hand, i.e., to cI> below.p
In particular, such algorithms would be applicable to the case p = 1 which
Lawson's algorithm does not treat. Conversely, since the Lawson algorithm
can now be interpreted as a procedure for computing a saddle point of cl>p for
p> 1, it would be interesting to know whether or not Lawson's algorithm
constitutes a special case of an existing algorithm for computing saddle points.
If not, perhaps it can be extended to construct saddle points of more general
functions.

II. THE THEOREMS

!, Let the complex matrix A = [ajj] e CmX" and the vector b = (bj)e C'"

\. be given. Let 1 ~ p < 00. Define cl>p:C" X R'" -+ R by
!i
.

f ( p lip ~ "' " , cl>p(;,A)= .~ Ai

l b;- .~ aijZj l \ , (1)
,-I I-I f

where z=(z;)eC" and A=(Aj)eRnl. Define A= {AeRn':A~O and
Al + ... + A", = 1}. Note that A is convex. A point (z*, A*) is defined to be
a saddle point of cl>p on C" X A if (z*, A*) e C" X A and

cl>p(z*, A) ~ cl>p(z*, A*) ~ cl>p(z, A*).

The central result is the following theorem. Its proof relies on the fundamen-
tal theorem of game theory and is postponed to Section III.

THEOREM 1. For every matrix A e CmX" and vector be cm, the func-
tion cl>p has a saddle point on the set C" X A.

No assertion of uniqueness of the saddle point is made by Theorem 1.
Sufficient conditions for uniqueness are not pursued in this paper.

It should be noted that Theorem 1 is valid for all n ~ 1 and m ~ 1.
Define the uniform norm 11'11 ~ of any vector in cm to be the maximum

modulus of its components. A Chebyshev solution of the system of equations
Az = b is any vector z* for which

,

lib - Az*II~ = min lib - AzII~. (2)
zeC"
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60 ROY L. STREIT

A weighted least pth power solution of Az = b is any vector z * for which

4>,,(z*, A) = min 4>,,(z, A), (3)
zeC"

where A is the given set of nonnegative weights. The next theorem connects
Chebyshev solutions and weighted least pth power solutions.

THEOREM 2. Let (z*, A*) E c" X A be a saddle point for 4>", 1 ~ p < 00.

Then

(i) z * is a Chebyshev solution of Az = b;

(ii) z* is a weighted least pth power solution of Az = b for the weight
vector A*.

Furthemwre, the saddle value 4>,,(z*, A*) is the error of the Chebyshev
~ solution, i:e., 4>,,(z*,A*)=llb-Az*IIQO'

Proof. By a well-known result [14, Theorem 3.15], 4>" has a saddle point
(z*, A*) on C" X A if and only if

max min4>,,(z,A)=4>,,(z*,A*)= min max4>,,(z,A). (4)
heAzeC" zeC"heA

Let the largest of the m quantities Ibi - Laiiz il occur for, say, i = k (depend-
ing of course on z). Then

I

max 4>,,(z, A) = I bk - f akizi
/ 'AeA i-I

as can be seen by taking Ak = 1 and Ai = 0 for i * k. Equivalently,

max 4>p(z, A) = lib - Az/lQO"
he A

Consequently,

4>,,(Z*,A*)= min max4>,,(z,A)= min/lb-Az/lQO'
zeC"AeA zeC"

and z* is a Chebyshev solution of Az = b. The saddle value 4>p(z*, A*) is the
Chebyshev error. Next note that"" "

4>,,(z*, A*) = max min 4>,,(z, A) = mill 4>p(z, A*), (5)
heA zeC" zeC"
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OVERDETERMINED COMPLEX EQUATIONS 61 1;1'

and so z * is a weighted least pth power solution of Az = b for the weight I~r

vector >..*, This completes the proof, . It!
,'.}\

~ii

COROLLARY I, Define, for all >..E A, Ii:
',""I "',

\,(I p (>") = min 4> p (Z, >..), (6) ~!i

z E c" I',
I!
~i

Then, under the conditions of Theorem 2, ~~
J"
1~

\,(Ip(>") ~ \,(Ip(>"*) = lib - Az*II~.-.Ii
t~
i

--

Proof Immediate from (5), .

Another way to say this is as follows. The error of a weighted least pth
power solution of the system Az = b is \,(I p( >"), and this error is maximized

over allowed weights >.. E A for >..*, Furthermore, the maximum of such an
error equals the minimum of the Chebyshev error of Az = b. i

COROLLARY 2, The vector b is a linear combination of the columns of the
matrix A if and only if the saddle value of 4>p is zero.

Proof. Let (z*, >"*) be a saddle point of 4>p' If 4>p(z*, >"*) = lib - Az*II~
= 0, then b = Az*. Conversely, if b = Az for some z E C", then \,(Ip(>") = 0

for all >.., so that max \,(Ip(>") = 0 = 4>p(z*, >..*). .
The vectors z* and >"* are defined jointly via the saddle point property of

4>p' Theorem 2 shows that z * also solves an optimization problem that does
not require knowledge of >"*; that is, z* is a Chebyshev solution of Az = b,

In many cases this property alone will uniquely determine z*. Theorem 3
below will show that an analogous situation exists with regard to >"* for the
special case p = 2, The distinction of the case p = 2 is a consequence of the

fact that ~2(>")' as defined by (6), can be expressed explicitly in terms of >..

alone, For other values of p, use of an implicit function theorem seems to be
necessary.

Define the complex matrix L(>") = [L"f>")] E C"x" by

L(>") = AHdiag(>..) A, (7)

where AH is the conjugate transpose of A, and diag(>..) is the m X m diagonal
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62 ROY L. STREIT

matrix whose main diagonal consists of the components of A. Thus,

m

L"j(A)= LAiai"aij' v,j=l,...,n. (8)
i-I

The complex matrix M(A)Ec(n+l)X(n+l) is defined by bordering L(A):

[ L(A) I If(A)
]M(A)= 1 (9).B(A) : a(A) ,

where .B(A) = (.Bj( >"») E cn is given by

nl --
.Bj(>") = L Ajbiaij' j = I,..., n, (10)

i-I

and a(>..)E R is given by

nl

a(A);= L Aibib;,- (II)
i-I

Note that both L(>") and M(A) are Hermitian matrices.
The matrix A E C"IXn with m ~ n is said to satisfy the Haar condition for

matrices if and only if every collection of n rows of A has rank n.

THEOREM 3. Let m > n, and let A satisfy the Haar condition for
matrices.Let (z*, A*) be a saddle point 011/>2(Z, A) on cn X A with saddle
value 1/>2(Z*, A*» O. Then

mill lib - Azlloo = lib - Az*IIoo (12)
zeC.

= 1/>2(Z*, A*) (13)

= [ ~et M(~
] I/2 (14)

det L(A*)

[ det M(A) ] 1/2

=re~ ~~' (15) ~

where the maximum (15) is taken over A E A with det L( >") * O.
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!['c!i'Proof Both (12) and (13) follow from Theorems 1 and 2, so it is t,: ;

necessary to prove only (14) and (15). The definition (6) for p = 2 is ~~

"
:,ii.' ,

2 1/2 iji~
( "I I " I ) '1 1/I2(X) = .min. r. Xj bi - r. ajjzj. (16) i~

~eC i-I j-I ,~,
~i~ :

By Corollary 1, !~ :
",'

4>2(Z*, X*) = max 1/I2(X). (17) i~~iiif!~J
A e A j~:!~:~l

Since the saddle value is positive, we restrict attention throughout the 1~'I::r~fl.
remainder of t~s ~roof to.those vectors X for which 1/I2(X) > 0: (By Cor~ll~ry 'II :~if,
2, the vector b IS linearly Independent of the columns of A.) SInce A satisfies 4a' :f\ti
the Haar condition for matrices, it follows that X has n + 1 or more Positive i'li ' ,"'"

components, for otherwise it is easy to see from (16) that 1/I2(X) = o. Conse- )

quently, the Hennitiari forn1 of L( X), !
,
)

., ~

zHL(X)z= zHAHdiag(X)Az = E Xi
i f aijZj l ~, :,

i=1 j-I ~

,~

must be positive for nonzero vectors z. Hence, det L( X) * 0, and the norn1al ,!

equations :.1' !:~ irr1
,t. ;

1 ;l;jilf L(X)z= [AHdiag(X)A]b=Jj(X) (18) !j;t:~~r~ii;,

:~ ~;:c;!:

are nonsingular. It is convenient within the confines of this proof to define the t:~~ ~Hi'i
., .-! ~:l~

auxiliary symbols !~ i' ~1:ij"i
, ,

zn+l= -1, OJ n+I=bi, i=I,...,n. (19) :; !. , ii
, i

Rewriting the nonnal equations ; II

i
n m m , i

r. r.XjtZ"j.ai jOZjo= r.XibjtZ"i., v=I,...,n, (20) I, r

,. ,
j-li-I i-I ~ ilj

!: Ii

and using the symbols (19) gives :1 :1
'I' i

, 'I

"+1 m [ :r

r.r.XitZ"j.Oi
jOZjo=O, v=I,...,n. (21) . r

~ ~"!':i.,fj

'~I! r" i;[ :1

j-I i-I ~ji. ,,",',!

i:(~; ,~~!lj!i!1
~i" "I~j;"ii" 'ft'il-i.
:1 1"),!!,!!I!
t "'"~!.I

:f );I:I(:.f1f.1
". i.,., 11

r !:lj:! ,)
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c'
,Now, from (16), for any z satisfying the normal equations, ":;

"c
"I 1 2 "

I/I~(A) = f: Ai bi - f aIJ%J ;
, i-I

J -l c
"

2 c:;;
m n +1 ","

'"-~, ~ a . "- i... 1\ I i... i J" J .J
i-I J-l 'i

":
m n+l n+l ci

= L L L AlaiJ%jai'Z'. "f'

i-lJ-l.-l"":;

,)Reversing the order of the triple sum gives ,;

"""' " n+l n+l ". ~;~---~-o- :._"~ ,\
7~- I/I~(A)= L i. L L Aiai.aijZj" "

.-1 J-l i-I "

n+l m ,
~ ~ ( ) ,;, = - i... i... Aiai,n+laijZj' 22 "'
. 1 . 1 cJ- ,- ';

" .
".-
"where, in the last equation, (21) was used to set to zero the double sum for the :'

cases 11=I,...,n, and for l1=n+l the value %n+l= -1 was substituted. :;
Rewriting (22) without the symbols (19) gives ;:

;;,
cn m m "

'1;"I/I~(A)+ L L Ajbiajjzj = L Ajb,b.. (23) ,~\~
. 1 . 1 1 cJ- 1- ,- ':..\

'..,
.,Thus (20) and (23) constitute n + 1 equations in the n + 1 unknowns % j and ,:

I/I~( A). This system can be written :

[ L(A) : 0 ][ % ] [ ji(A) ] .;p(~5:-i I/I~(A) = a(A) . ,

i. c"
The coefficient matrix clearly has rank n + 1 and so is nonsingular. Solving for '

I/I~(A) using Cramer's rule gives
"

...,
1/12(A) = detM(A). (24) . ;'

2 det L( A ) '.

Substituting (24) for 1/12 in (17) concludes the proof. .
"

.;
, ~;
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OVERDETERMINED COMPLEX EQUATIONS 65

If the Haar condition hypothesis on A in Theorem 3 is replaced by
rank A = n, then the result (15) does not hold in general, because det L(A*)
can vanish at a saddle point (z*, A*) for cl>2' Consider the following example.
Let m = n + 1. Let the first n rows of A be the identity matrix, and let the
mth row of A be identically O. Let hI = . .. = h" = 0 and hm = 'I> O. One
saddle point (z*, A*) of cl>2 is zi = . .. = z: = 0 and Ai = ... = A~ = 0,
A~+I = 1. The saddle value cl>2(Z*, A.)= 'I > 0, but the n X n matrix L(A*)
contains only zero entries and det L(A*) = O. Note that A* is unique in this

example.
The detenninants in (24) are actua1Iy Gram detenninants for the indefi-

nite inner product on cm defined by

m
(u, v) = L AjUiVj for A ~ O.

- --- i-I

For a definition of Gram detenninants, their properties, and a nearly equiva-
lent derivation of (24), see [9, pp. 176-187].

r

III. PROOF OF THEOREM 1

The proof applies the fundamental theorem of game theory to the
function cl>p' The variant of the fundamental theorem that is utilized is stated
for functions defined on Cartesian products of convex subsets of real Euclidean
spaces. Although cl>p is defined on c" X A. by an obvious device it can be
thought of as being defined on R2" X A instead, without suffering any loss of
generality in what follows. The complex notation is retained for ease of
exposition.

The function cl>p is continuous in both variables and, as the next lemma
shows, it is a convex function in its first variable and a concave function in its
second variable.

LEMMA 1. For 1 ~ p < 00, the function cl>p is convex-{;oncave on c" X A;
that is, for a + fJ = 1, a ~ 0, fJ ~ 0,

cl>p( az + fJw, A) ~ acl>p( z. A) + fJcI>p( w, A),

cl>p(z,aA+fJ'I)~acl>p(z,A)+fJcI>p(z,'I), .

where z and w a~e elements of C", and A and 'I are elements of A.
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66 ROY L. STREIT

Proof. Let tj = bi - Eajjzj and Sj = bj - Eajjwj' Then

n
bj- r. ajj(aZj+{JWj) = atj + {JSj'

i-I

From the definition of t/>p.

{ m } lip

t/>p(az+pw.A)= ,r.IAI(P(atj+{Jsj)IP
I-I

{ m } lip { m } lip

~ .r. IAI(Patj IP + .r. IAI(P{JsjIP
.-1 ,-I

= at/>p(z. A)+{Jt/>p(w. A).

which proves that t/>p is a convex function in its first argument for each A. To
prove that t/>p is a concave function in its second argument. fix z and let
Q~ = t/>p(z. A) and Qy = t/>p(z. y). The case p = 1 is obvious. so assume
1 < p < 00 and let q satisfy lip + l/q = 1. Then

at/>p(z. A)+{Jt/>p(z. y) = aQ~ + {JQy

= (aIIPQ~)( allq) + ({JIIPQy )({Jllq)

~ {(aIIPQA)P+({JIIPQy)p}IIP

X {(al/q)q+({Jl/q)q}ljq

= {aQf + {JQ: } lip

{ m m } lip

= aj~IAjltjIP+{Jj~1 YjltjlP

= t/>p(Z. aA + {Jy).

This completes the proof of the lemma. .

The following theorem is due to H. Kneser [10]. See also [II. pp. 8-13].
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i,'
THEOREM 4. Let E c R'" and F C RM be convex sets. Let the function ! : : [

f: Ex F -+ R be convex on E for each fixed y E F and concave on F for each
fixed x E E. If one of the sets E and F is compact, and if the function f is
continuous in the corresponding variable, then

sup inf f( x, y) = inf sup f( x, y).
fleFxeE xeElfeF

Applying Kneser's theorem to Cpp gives

ijiisup inf cpp ( z, X ) = inf sup cpp( z, X). !:ii ;
,II

Ae/\zeC" ZeC"Ae/\ 1 c'i~ ' ,
Now, by a standard argument. for each X the infimum - - ~~ - - - Ii' !!/

inf cpp(z. X) ,
zeC"

is attained for some z. Furthermore. the resulting function of X is continuous
on the compact set A and so attains its supremum. Thus, the sup inf can be
replaced by maxmin. Simil~rly. for each z, the supremum

sup cpp(z. X)
Ae/\

is attained for some X. since Cpp is continuous on the compact set A. By a
standard argument. the resulting function of z attains its infimum. Hence.

max min cpp(z. X) = min max cpp(z, X). (25)
Ae/\zeC" ZeC"Ae/\

The existence of a saddle point follows immediately. Choose X* such that

min cpp(z. X*) = max min cpp(z. X).
zeC" Ae/\ZeC" \

Choose z * such that 1

maxcpp(z*.X)= min maxcpp(z.X). !

Ae/\ ZeC"Ae/\ I
Then I

I
cpp(z.X*)~CPp(z*.X*) for all zECn I

and ' II

cpp(z*.X)~CPp(z*.X*) forall XEA. I'

I

I

I ,:

! ;1
I
I
I
I
I
,

" I ":,' ! ' '

f -377- I
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68 ROY L. STREIT

The last two inequalities, by definition, show that (z*, A*) is a saddle point of
4>p" This completes the proof of Theorem 1.

IV. SYLVESTER'S PROBLEM

It is worthwhile observing the form (15) takes in the special case of
finding the best complex constant to fit given complex data. Specifically, find
z'" E C such that

max Ibi-z*!=min max Ibl-zl. (26)
1~I~m zeCl~l~m

This problem is equivalent to a problem posed by J. J. Sylvester in 1857, i.e.,
- given m points in the plane, find the smallest circle containing them all. The

center of the smallest circle is the constant z*, and the radius is the minmax
in (26). In this case, the matrix L(A)= [AI + '" + Am] = [1] is the 1 X 1
identity matrix, and M(A) is the 2x2 matrix

[ m
]1 L Albi

I M(A)= m ~-1 .
! L Alb; L AJb;12

1-1 i-I

Hence, from (15), we need to compute

2 1/2
max ( f AJb112_j fAlbl j } . (27)heA 1-1 1-1

The problem (27) is equivalent to the quadratic program:

QP. min ATGA - cTA
>.eR"'I

I subject to A;:1:0 and Al+ ... +Am=I,

where the real matrix G E Rmxm is given by G = Re(bbH) = (Reb)(Reb)T + .
(1m b )(Im b )T, and the components of the real vector c = (Cj) E Rm are given
by Cj = Ibil2. It is easy to see that G is a positive semidefinite matrix of rank at
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OVERDETERMINED COMPLEX EQUATIONS 69

most 2. The objective function of QP is thus convex, and any locally optimal
solution A* of QP is a global solution. It then follows from the normal
equations (18) that the best constant is given by

m
z* = r. Aibi. (28)

i-I

The maximum in (27) is positive when m > I and at least two of the data
points bi are distinct. To see that (27) is nonnegative, simply note that

l of Aib/ 1 2~ { of IA1(2b/IAl(2} 2

,-I ,-I
m '"

~ r. I Al(2bi 12 r. IAl(212
'--i-l --- ~~---

m 2
= r. AJb/1 .

i-I

The second inequality is strict under the conditions cited, so the maximum is

positive.
Discussion of the history of Sylvester's problem, together with an efficient

computational algorithm for its solution, is given in [12]. The algorithm given
there solves the natural extension of Sylvester's problem to data points given
in higher dimensional Euclidean spaces.

It is curious that a simple alteration of the problem substantially alters the
difficulty of its solution. Instead of (26), consider

max Ibi-aiz*l=minmax Ibi-aizl (29)
l..j~m zeCl..i..m

for a = (aj)e cm given. The matrix L(A) is

L(A)=[AllalI2+ ... +AmlamI2]ec1Xl,

and the matrix M(A) is

[ m 2 m

]L A/lajl r. Ajiiibj

M(A)= i:l i:l eC2X2,

r. Aia/bj r. Ajlb/12 , -r
i-I i-I

-379-
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Clearly, computing the maximum of det M(A)/det L(A) is not simply equiva-
lent to a quadratic program in this case. (Computationally, however, it may
be solvable by parametric quadratic programming methods.) Given a solution
vector A*, then

m
r. A~iiibi

z * = i,,: 1 (30)

L A~iail2
i-I

is a solution of (29), as can be seen from the normal equations (18).
When all the given data points bi are real, the problem (26) has a trivial

solution. Let rand s be indices for which min bi and max bi occur,
respectively. The best constant z* in (26) is real and z*=(b,+b.)/2.
Considering (28), it is evident that a solution of (27) is A~= A~ =! with all
other A~ = O. The maximum in (27) is thus equal to Ib, - b.I/2, a fact not
immediately apparent from (27) itself.

V. NEW PROOF OF DE LA VALLEE POUSSIN'S THEOREM

Let A E C(,,+I)xn, and let Ai denote the n X n matrix obtained from A
by deleting the ith row, i = 1,..., n + 1. De la Vallee Poussin [6] proves the
following result for real systems. Rivlin and Shapiro [7, pp. 692-694] show
that it holds for complex systems also.

THEOREM 5. Let A E c(n+l)xn satisfy the Haar condition for matrices,
and let b E Cn + 1. Then

[ "+1 [L (-I)ibidetAi

z~i~nllb - AzII.., = i-l"+I. (31)

L IdetAil
i-I

We use Theorem 3 above to derive (31). The procedure is to solve the
maximum problem (15) explicitly for A* and, from A*, deduce (31). As a side
benefit, once A* is known, the Chebyshev solution vector z* can be .
constructed numerically by solving the A* weighted least squares problem. In
principle, this is equivalent to solving the normal equations (18) with A = A*.
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~.'1'

In contrast to the proof based on Theorem 3, the original proof of (31) !!
I~I proceeds by minimizing the nwnber Q = lib - Azll~ directly. It turns out' i

that this can be done relatively easily and in such a way that the Chebyshev , I

solution z. can be constructed. Thus, the original proof and the proof based ~i
on Theorem 3 solve the .. primal" and the .. dual" problems, respectively. ili

We first establish a general algebraic identity concerning determinants.
I: I:

Special cases of this identity will be used in the solution of (15). :..;1

LEMMA 2. Fori=I,...,m, let AiEC, XiECn, andYiECn. Then, for ~

m ~ n ~ 1, .~

.

det ( .f: AiXiyi ),-I

- -- - = L

( Ii Ai(I» ) det[Xi(I)"",Xilnl]det[Yi(I)""'Yilnl]' (32)

1-1

where [Xilll"'" XilnJ and [Yi(II"'" YilnJ denote the n X n matrices whose

t-th columns are x ill) and Yilt)' respectively, t = 1,..., n, and the sunl is over

all indices i(I),...,i(n) such that 1 ~ i(I)< i(2) < ... < i(n)~ nl. For n >

m ~ 1, the determinant of the left hand side of (32) is identically zero.

Proof. Let X E cnxm and Y E cnXm denote the matrices whose tth

colwnnsare A,X, and y"respectively, t=I,...,m.Then

det( .f: AiXiyi ) = det(XyT).
.-1

The Binet-Cauchy formula [13, pp. 8-10] for the determinant of the product

of two rectangular matrices has two cases. For n > m ~ 1, it states that

det(XyT) = O. For m ~ n ~ 1, in the present notation, it gives det(XyT)=

Edet[Ai(l)Xi(I),...,AI(n)Xi(n)]det[Y~I)"",Y~nJ, with the swn ranging over

all indices with 1 ~ i(l) < i(2) < . .. < i( n) ~ m. The identity (32) follows

immediately by factoring Ai(l) out of colwnn t in the first determinant, and

noting that the determinant of a matrix and its transpose are equal. This

concludes the proof. .

If Yi = Xi for all i, thep

( m
) ( n ) 2 . r

det L AiXIX~ = L n AI(I) Idet[XI(I)"'" XI(n)] I . (33)
i-I 1-1
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It is an important fact, implicitly used in the next lemma, that the coefficient
of each product A;(l)'" Aj(n) in (33) is nonnegative. Note also that (33) is
nonnegative when all Aj ~ 0.

LEMMA 3. Letn~l. Fori=I,...,n+l, letAjER, XjEcn, YjEcn+l.
If every subset ofn of the vectors Xl"",xn+l is linearly independent, then
the ratio

( n+l )det ,>= A;YjYjH

.-1 (34)
( n+l )det >= AjXjX,H

,-I

attains its maximum over all A E A for which the denominator is no~o. A
maximizing vector is

Idet5jl .
A~= n+l' 1=I,...,n+l, (35)

>= I det 5, I
'-1

where 5j denotes the nXn matrix [Xl"",X;-I,X;+l"",Xn+l]' i=I,...,n
+ I. The maximum value of (34) is

2
{ Idet[Yl"",Yn+1JI } . (36)

Idet5il+"'+ldet5n+ll

The vector A* is unique if and only ifdet[Yl"",Yn+l]*O.

Proof. From (33), since each x j E cn and m = n + I, then

( n+l ) n+l ( n+l )det >= A;XjX~ = >= n A, Idet 5, 12, (37)

I-I ,-I ,-1,.,
I

where 5, is as in the lemma statement. Because the vectors {Xj' i = 1,..., n, .
i * t} are linearly independent, det 5, * 0. Consequently, the vector A * given

by (35) is a well-defined element of A, and the determinant (37) does not

"' ---
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vanish for A = A*. From (33), since each Yi E C" + 1 and m = n + 1, then r

det( ntIAiYIYiH } = ( nA, ) ldet[Yl,...,Yn+I]12. (38)
i-l ,-I

If det[Yl,...,Yn+1J vanishes then A* may as well be selected as the maximiz-
ing vector. Suppose now that det[Yl"'" Yn+1J * O. The maximum ratio of the
determinants in (34) is therefore positive. Hence, from (38), we may restrict
attention to vectors A > O. The ratio (34) can now be written as c

; Idet[Yl"'" Yn+IJI2/f(A), where ~fjl" "
~ .~
~ n+1 1 1 2 '~

~

.fi(' ) = ~ ~~ ,i~r
." 1\ 1.., A . f j
;: ' - 1 ' ~ ,.
~; c ' !

Maximizing the ratio is equivalent to minimizing f(A) subject to A E A. A
minimizing vector is necessarily positive in this case, so we form the

Lagrangian
!t'(A,a)=f(A)+a(AI+ ... +An+I-1).

Stationary points of !t' satisfy

2
a Idet S,Iax-!t'(A,a) = - 2+a=O, t=1,...,n+l,
, A,

a-a-;;!t'(A,a)=Al+ ... +An+I-1=O.

These equations imply that a > 0, that

IdetS,I';A~=--r' t=1,...,n+1, ,:

.~that 1a=ldetSII+ ... +ldetSn+ll, and that A~ is the only stationary :

point. It is obvious from the definition of f( A) that this stationary point is a
minimizing point for f. The minimum value of f is

n+l ld SI2 n+1 Id SI2
f(A*)= L ~= L et '=a, '

,-I A, t-1 IdetStl/1a

"'"
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so the maximum value of the ratio of determinants is as claimed. This
completes the proof. .

The proof of de la Vallee Poussin's result (31) is now easy. From (7) and
(8), since A E c(n+l)Xn, the matrix

n+l
L(X) = L XiR~Ri E cnxn,

i-I

where Ri denotes the ith row of the matrix A. Similarly, from (9)-(11),

n+l
M(X) = L XiR~Ri E c(n+l)X(n+l),

i-I where Ri denotes the ith row of the augmented matrix [A b] E c<n+l)x<n+l).

From Lemma 3,

[ JI/2 I [ - H - H
] Imax detM(X) = detRl,...,Rn+l- ". (39)

A e A det L( X ) n ;'1
1 [ H H H H ] I~ det R1 ,..., Ri-1' Ri+I"'" Rn+1

i-1

Since the determinant of the conjugate transpose of a matrix is the conjugate
of its determinant, we have

/det[Rf,..., R~-1' R~+1"." R~+1] 1= Idet Ail,

where Ai is defined as in (31). Expanding det[Rf,...,R~+I]=det[A b]
along its last column shows that the right hand side of (39) is identically the
right hand side of (31). That the left hand sides are also equal follows from
Theorem 3.

The unique X* E A for which the maximum (39) occurs is

IdetAil .X*= 1 ' 1=1,...,n+1.I n+

L Idet At!
t-1

.
Consequently, the Chebyshev solution z* of Az = b is the (unique) solution
of the X* weighted least squares problem for Az = b.
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VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS r

i!i
i

The general Chebyshev problem (2) can be posed as a convex optimiza- .. i

tion problem in the following way. ii'

PROBLEM. Minimize I~

{e:eER,ZECn} .1,;1

j:.;:

subject to ,:.'

2 !I n I '
hi =l~ra~!Zj ~ e, i = 1,..., m. -- '--- i,

Its convex dual can be developed in a manner similar to, but more general
than, that pursued in [12] for Sylvester's problem. This approach is based on
Wolfe.s dual and the Kuhn-Tucker conditions. It yields Theorem 3 after

" somewhat tedious, but insightful, algebraic manipulations. In particltlar, the
gradient equation of the Kuhn-Tucker conditions turns out to be the system of

, nonnal equations of the weighted least squares problem.
Theorem 2 can be extended to .. weighted Chebyshev'. solutions of ;"

Az=b. Let w=(wj)ERnl be any nonnegative vector, and define

( p lip «pp(Z,A;W)= .}2AiWi l bj-.I:ajjZi !) , p~I. :r

.-1 1-1

The proof of Theorem 1 can be trivially modified to show that «pp( z, A; w) has
a saddle point (z:', A*w) on cn X A for every nonnegative weight vector w.
Consequently, as in the proof of Theorem 2, z:, is a W weighted Chebyshev
solution of Az = b and also a A*w weighted least pth power solution of
Az = b. Further generalization of Theorem 2 to nonlinear systems may be
possible by replacing, in the definition (1) of «Pp, the functions J;( z ) = I b i -
Eajjzjl with more general real valued convex functions of z.
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